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ABSTRACT

Radiosurgery is a non-invasive treatment technique applying focused radia
tion beams. It requires high geometric accui:acy as misalignment can cause

damage to the surrounding healthy tissues and loss of the therapeutic effeet. One promising technique to ensure sub-millimeter alignment accuracy
of the radiation beam is to optically monitor the position of the beam axis
relative to a frame firmly attached to the ]3atient's skull using an optical

alignment system. The optical alignment method requires an Optical Lo

calization System(OLS)and a marker system visible to the OLS in order to
derive three-dimensional coordinate transforms needed to align the proton
beam axis to its stereotactic target. Once t le target and the proton beam
are defined in the same coordinate system, an alignment control system can
be used to align the beam to the target. In this thesis work, a system for
proton beam alignment was studied and optimized in many ofits functional
areas. The resulting system was named Posi ioning Alignment Control Sys-

tem (FAGS). The FAGS system is an integ: ated and efficient system as a
result of the work done on it in the course of this thesis work
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1
1.1.1

Background

Protons in Radiation Thera,py

and Radiosurgery

Protons are one of many forms of radiation used in therapy. Proton therapy

works by aiming accelerated protons onto the target, usually a tumor. These particles
damage the DNA of targeted cells and, thereby, cause them to die. Cancer cells have
a higher rate of division than healthy cells and a much reduced ability to repair their

DNA darriage and thus proton bombardment cauises them

to die.

Radiosurgery is a medical procedure which allows non-invasive brain surgery

by means of a precise spatial delivery of radiation. During radiosurgery, ionizing

radiation beams are focused on intracranial targets, such as tumors or brain tissue
affected by functional disorders such as Parkinson's disease. Other than the fact
that this technique does not require a surgical opening of the skull, operating on
deep brain regions is often difficult because of the: many veins and arteries and other
critical structures that could be damaged enroute to the target.

Wilson Suggests the Clinical

Use ofProtons

Robert R. Wilson [10] was an American physicist who was a group leader of

the Manhattan Project, a sculptor, and an archijtect of Fermi National Laboratory
(Fermilab), was the first to suggest the use of protons for radiotherapy in 1946. The
depth of penetration of a proton beam in matter IS
i finite and this depth is a function

of the electron density of the material being irra(liated [12] and can be adjusted by
choosing the right proton energy. The capabilitj to control proton beams and the

ability to minimize the effect to healthy tissue r aade protons an attractive solution

to many of the shortcomings of photon and ne utron therapy; but only after 3-D
imaging modalities such as Computed Tomogra;3hy (CT) and Magnetic Resonance

Imaging(MRI) became available in the 1970s and 1980s, protons started to be used
more commonly. Today, Wilson's ideas have been adopted by a wide community of
radiation oncologists and a great momentum in t le field of proton based therapy has

begun recently.

The Qualities ofProton Beams that Make them Superior to Photon Beams
As protons do not scatter much in tissue, there is little lateral dispersion; the
beam stays focused on the tumor shape without much lateral damage to surrounding

tissue. All protons of a given energy have a c(irtain range; no proton penetrates
beyond that distance. Furthermore, the dose ti:D tissue is maximum just over the
last few millimeters of the particles range, this rraaximum is called the Bragg peak.

This depth depends on the energy to which the particles are accelerated by the proton
accelerator. It is therefore possible to focus the cell damage due to the proton beam at
the very depth in the tissues where the tumor is situated. By spreading out the Bragg
peak to smaller penetration depths using a spinning modulator wheel, tumors larger

than the narrow Bragg peak can be covered. All tissues situated before the spread-out
Bragg peak receive reduced dose, and tissues situated after the peak receive none.

On the other hand, the range of X-rays or gamma rays (energetic photons)
is, in principle, infinite as some of them can penetrate without being scattered or

absorbed. Thus, the dose of a photon beam decreases exponentially with respect to
depth.

Figure 1.1 shows the dose profile of a phofj(on beam vs. a proton beam. From
the figure we can quickly appreciate the implications of beam penetration control.
The colored areas in the figure represent the area that will receive unwanted dose

due to the physical properties of photons: their infinite range and the fact that the
maximum dose is not in the target. Unwanted dos(;to healthy tissue increases the rate

t:/7

Fig. 1.1: Dosage Profile of a High Energy Proton Beam vs. a Photon Beam. Adapted from [12]

and severity of treatment-related effects. Protons spare normal tissues to a greater

degree. The dose fall-off to zero dose occurs just after the maximum energy disposal,
which is the Bragg peak, and much lower dose is deposited in front of the target
compared to a photon beam. These properties make protons the preferred form of
radiation for radiotherapy and radiosurgery.

Figure 1.2 displays measured dose profiles ofproton beams with different initial

energies and a photon beam of 6 MeV produced by a linear accelerator (Linac) in
water as a function of penetration depth. This illustrates the capability of controlling
the depth of a proton by choosing the right initial energy. Conversely, a photon beam

of higher or lower initial energy will deliver either higher or lower dose at a given
depth but will never stop at any depth.

1.1.2 Radiosurgery with Protons

The term radiosurgery was first used by the famous Swedish neurosurgeon Lark

Leksell. In his 1951 publication [6], he suggested to converge multiple narrow radiation
beams from different directions to create regions of focal destruction in diseased sites

Photon & Proton Depth Doses
190 M«V Protons
170 M«V Protons

150 MeV Protons
130 M«V Protons
S

10

Unac

15

Depth in Witter(cm)

Fig. 1.2: Relative Dose of a 6MV Linac vs. Proton Beams with Four Different Energies. Courtesy of
Massachusetts General Hospital

of the brain. Leksell wanted to use this technique, called functional radiosurgery, to

treat functional brain disorders such as Parkinson's disease, a neurological disease

that affects millions of elderly people in the U.S.

Dr. Leksell had initially planned to do functional radiosurgery with protons[6]
but then backed off and developed the Gamma knife; an instrument for radiosurgery
that employs 201 collimated radioactive cobalt sources. The reasons for this were
probably three-fold: first, protons were not generally available in hospitals at that
time; second, it was quite difficult to accurately place a proton Bragg peak without

guidance from modern imaging techniques such as CT and MRI;and third, the lesions
created by a proton Bragg peak were not small enough for the purpose of functional
lesioning, and proton energies sufficiently high to create sharp shoot-through beams
were not available to him.

During the late 1950s, Dr. William Sweet, a leading neurosurgeon at the
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston also became quite interested in the use

of protons for radiosurgery. He started a collaboration with a group of physicists
at the Harvard cyclotron and together with Dr. Raymond Kjellberg from the MGH

implemented a radiosurgery treatment program for tumors of the pituitary gland

using the proton Bragg peak of the 160 MeV iarvard Cyclotron. This program
treated several thousand patientsfor the next 30 years. Dr. Kjellberg,in collaboration
with the Harvard cyclotron ^oup also developed a proton radiosurgery program for

arteriovenous malformations(AVM), using a similar technique previously developed
by Dr. Leksell for the Gamma Knife.
Another milestone in proton therapy anc proton radiosurgery was with the

opening of the first hospital-based proton treatment center in Loma Linda, CA in
1990. This distinguished center provided,for the first time, proton gantries that can
deliver the beam from any angle in a vertical plane. The Loma Linda facility uses a

proton synchrotron that can accelerate protons r p to energies of 250 MeV, which is
sufficient to penetrate a human head if needed

The physicians at Loma Linda used the techniques previously developed by
the group at MGH and the Harvard cyclotron bo treat tumors at the base of the
skull, but also developed many new techniques bo treat other tumors at many dif
ferent anatomical sites. In 1993, a radiosurgery treatment program for large AVMs
was started. A few years later the physicists aid physicians developed treatment

techniques for tumors and AVMs in the 1-3 cm range using radiosurgical techniques
Since 1999, a team of physicians and physicists in the Department of Radia
tion Medicine at LLUMC has been actively invo ved in developing the capability of

performing functional lesioning with protons that can penetrate the skull. The advan

tage of this technique is that these protons have minimal side scatter and, therefore.

very small lesions (1-3 mm)can be created, whi^ch would not be possible with the
Bragg peak. This thesis work is a derivative of that LLUMC effort.

1.1.3 Patient Alignment and ^/eriGcation Issues
High radiation doses can be very effective but lead to severe side effects when

not placed accurately. Functional proton radioiiurgery techniques place very high
demands for the accuracy of the patient alignmeirt with respect to the proton beam
isocenter. The isocenter is the point were all prof on beam axes intersect.

Before a proton treatment takes place, the

beam direction and dose distribii-

tion are carefully planned and studied by dosimetrists and radiation oncologists. The

definition of the target boundaries, or the locatiion

of a lesion for functional radio-

surgery depends heavily on the accuracy ofthe im iging procedures that are performed
as part of the planning process.

Once the anatomical target point has beeh localized with CT and/or MRI,it
needs to be aligned to the proton beam. This can be accomplished in many different
ways, but in stereotactic procedures it is custc mary to give the target point 3D

coordinates in a reference system that is rigidly Attached to the patient's skull. The
proton treatment isocenter is then aligned to the stereotactic reference system using
planar room lasers that intersect at the isocenter
Relying only on laser localization of the

l|)roton isocenter is not sufficient for

verification of the correct target position. Add!tional

means for verification must

be developed. For current radiosurgery procedureis for tumors and AVMs in the 1-3

cm range, the LLUMC team uses orthogonal X ray films that project small screws
implanted into the patient's skull as reference m;alrkers with known coordinates. This
method, providing accuracy and reproducibility of target-to-isocenter alignment of

the order of 1-2 mm is not adequate for functionkl1 proton radiosurgery procedures.
Developing better ways to provide alignmen,t and verification with sub-millimeter

accuracy is the subject of this thesis and the met rods used will be explained in much

detail in the subsequent sections.
1.2 SigniScan ?e
1.2.1

Potential Applications and Bene&ts ofPrecision Proton Beams

The work of this thesis contributes to the development of the capability to

perform lesioning, i.e., creating small focal lesions,in the brain of animals or humans,
This has many potential applications for researcf and patient treatment.

Proton lesioning can be used, for examl|)le,

in experimental studies of the

animal brain. Creating small lesions in the brain of animals has had a long tradition

among neuroscientists, and with high-resolution image guidance and protons this can
be done without having to open the skull of the animal.
A more recent development requiring animal brain lesioning is to bridge inter

rupted neuro-circuitry in the brain with so-called iieuro-silicon hybrid chips [1]. There
are several research teams in the U.S. and Europe that are exploring this possibility,

among them Dr. Ted Berger at the University of Southern California [3]. The goal
is to build artificial neural networks that replace the input of lost brain cells to other

cells. Imagine a small chip implanted into a rat brain that registers input and output
neural signals in a certain location under many different circumstances and stores
these patterns. Next, one would create a small lesion in the brain at a selected loca
tion,for example with a well-defined proton beam,that would destroy the previously
recorded brain cells. The electronic neuroprosthesis would then replace those cells

and provide the original function.

The main clinical indication for functional broton radiosurgery at LLUMC will
be Trigeminal Neuralgia (TN), which is a common facial pain disorder related to a
malfunction of the fifth cranial nerve (the trigemiaus). TN is considered to be one of
the most painful clinical conditions with attacks o "stabbing facial pain. The origin of
TN is a compression of the trigeminal nerve root, usually within a few millimeters of
entry into the brain stem. Existing treatment mcdalities for the management of TN

include medical treatment(drug therapy),open or percutaneous surgery, and gammaknife or linac radiosurgery. Functional radiosurge ry with the Gamma knife has been
established as an alternative treatment for patients who do not respond to optimal
medical management and are not considered canc idates for surgical intervention,
Performing lesioning for TN will be a goi id indication for proton functional

radiosurgery as the brain stem can be optimal!'spared. Gamma knife and linac
radiosurgery for TN has been performed with 4 mm collimators and the rate of

neurological side effects has been between 7% anc 14% [2, 5].

1.3 Purpose
1.3.1

Previous Work

Previous to this body of work, two studerts from California State University

San Bernardino,initiated two different efforts in the course oftheir thesis work. Before
the CSUSB students,a team at Harvey Mudd College in Claremont California,started
the effort in a project named "Sequential Alignment and Positioning Verification

System". The Harvey Mudd team did a study to

to produce the SAPVS system which is a systbm for optical based alignment of
proton beams for functional radiosurgery. The HJi'lC team determined that the Vicon

Cameras (Optical) option was the best option aA ailable

within the different criteria

they examined. The HMC team also designed t le basic control algorithm and the
initial caddy marker system required for optical positioning.

The CSUSB students inherited the SAPVS system and worked on it to improve

different aspects of the system including designiikg the transformation mathematics

and improving the performance of the camera system. Many of the areas of the
system were implemented in a prototype fashion thus leaving many areas for work
and improvement for this body of work. The impi ovements done in this thesis to the

many aspects ofthe SAPVS system are previewed in the thesis overview section 1.3.3.
1.3.2 Objectives of this

Thesis

This thesis has many objectives. The specific objective of this thesis is to

improve on the transformation algorithm in order to achieve the highest accuracy

possible. In order to improve the system accurai:y, every component of the system
was examined and modified to reach a high lev(;'1 of stability and repeatable level
of accuracy. The general objectives of the thesis are previewed in the following sub
sections.

The Vicon Plug-In

The previous SAPVS system had very 11 mited capability in retrieving data

from the OLS system (refer to section 2.2) and formatting it in a usable fashion,
The limitation was that the available plug-in could not be used on different marker

configurations without first modifying and rebuiilding it. In this thesis work, a fully
functional plug-in was developed that can hanc le up to 30 markers and multiple
simultaneous captured objects automatically.
Optimal Camera Configuration

The camera configuration(camera positions and orientation towards the mark

ers) could have an effect on the residual error of the cameras. It was believed so far,
that an equilateral configuration is a good solufion, but other configurations have
not been tested. In this thesis work, we studied multiple configurations ranging from

theoretically optimal configurations to those we can actually implement in a LLUMC
gantry.

GUI Based Alignment and Verihcation Suite
To complete a successful transformation we need to capture data and then

process it. The plug-in mentioned above will talile care of the data capture whereas
a new GUI-based solution was developed to aid the user of the system to perform

all the necessary calculations in a quick and integrated manner. To achieve this
GUI level integrated functionality, text-based

ATLAB programs were developed

and then converted gradually into a compiled GL I MATLAB program.
Optimize the Mathematics Procedure
The current set of mathematic equations developed to achieve the alignment

was reviewed, sources of numerical instability and errors were identified and corrected,

As part of the mathematical procedure, triangles need

to be selected to calculate the

transformation from the global coordinate systenk to the local coordinate system or
9

vice versa. These triangles can be of different size and quality. The are of the triangle

and the smallest angle in that triangle could be significant factors in the transformation method. Selecting a triangle with certaii features could lead to substantial
errors in the transformation process. The triang es selected must be ones that minimize the residual error of the transformation,

he heart of this thesis study is to

optimize the triangle selection and show its direcijj effect on the final residual error of
the transformation process.

GUI Based Image Procestnng System

Previously, a crude image processing system for testing the performance ofthe
SAPVS was developed by previous students worl:ing on this project. In the context

of this work, a fully functional GUI-based program was developed. The purpose of

this program is to take as input the raw image of a target marker and a laser beam,
representing the proton beam, and process it to

;ell the user how far the beam axis

is from the target (residual error).
Optimize Camera Ali,gnment
The position and orientation of the camts:ras

are considered to be variables

infiuencing the system error. Several camera con:figurations were studied in order to
determine the relationship between camera confi;i;uration and the system error. The
OLS characterization study reported on the difference between two most likely to be

used camera configurations. This study is included in chapter 3.

Design and Justify Design of New Caddy
It was known to the team conducting thii body of research that the current

caddy (developed by Harvey Mudd College team) hasResign flaws including the fact
that typically only 6 out ofthe 23 markers on it are visible simultaneously by the three

cameras. A new set of design goals was developed and a new caddy was produced to

10

fulfill these design goals. The full description of the design process can be found in
chapter 4.

Calibration Method

In previous work, especially in the thesis \rark of Mr. Mahesh Neupane [9], it

was shown that the calibration pattern could affe(|t the overall camera residual errors,
Some aspects of this work still needed further e;ijjploration, especially the eflFect of a
calibration pattern on the residual error of mar

positions. In this thesis work, a

systematic study of different calibration pattern 3 was done and the results of that
study are explained in chapter 3.
Integrated System

All the systems and technologies developed for the SAVPS had been developed
disparately and required a great deal of tedious hand work to process the data and

produce a valid transformation. In this thesis, a major part of the work was to

automate the data capture, processing, transforlmation, alignment and verification
process such that it requires minimum user interaction. This was a crucial step
needed to prepare the system for its clinical application. To achieve this integration
level, a modular system will be developed such that each module is independent and
only requires a few user interactions to achieve its task. Most software was developed
in GUI user friendly format and documented in code and with manuals. The full
description of the software developed can be fourd in chapter 6.

1.3.3

Thesis Ovei View

This thesis is divided into seven chapters, Chapter 1 introduces the topics of

radiation therapy and radiosurgery. The difference between protons and photons is
described because photon radiosurgery is the modality that is closest to to proton
radiosurgery.

11

Chapter 2 describes the tools and softwar(! used in the Positioning Alignment

Control System (PACS). The description of each of the tools is accompanied with a
diagram showing the module. The interaction

beitween the different modules is also

described and shown in different flow charts and deployment diagrams,

Chapter 3 reports on the statistical analysiis and the performance ofthe PACS
system. Different studies where developed in o:rder to quantify the precision and
the accuracy of the designed system. The summ;ary of the results are found with a
discussion oh the experimental conditions and

tors.

Chapter 4 explores the work done in imprC'ving the marker caddy system. The
flaws ofthe older marker system are described as rell as the design process for the new

marker system. Lessons learned from the caddy design process are mentioned. The
newly designed caddy was studied with respect to the accuracy ofthe transformations

done using it. The results of the triangle based transformation study are explained
as well as the best triangle selection process.

Chapter 5 explores the work done to impijiove the mathematical methods and
algorithms used for the transformation process, The transformation software inherited for this work is outlined. The summary ofthe improvements done on the software
will be described and important parts ofthe code ■^ill be listed in pseudopod for better
understanding.

Chapter 6 describes in more detail the m^i,ny improvements done on the software aspect of the system. In the coarse of this W(ork, many software packages where

designed and implemented; these software tools cLlre detailed in that chapter,
Finally, chapter 7 contains the conclusions derived and the future direction for
this body of work. Conclusions found for each

directions on further improvements are found.
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ajor component are explained and

m,

2. SYSTEM DESCR:PTION

2.1

Introduction

In the background section we mentioned til'e use of the "Sequential Alignment

and Positioning Verification System" (SAPVS). The inherited SAPVS system was
later dubbed Positioning and Alignment Contro' System "PACS". In the following
few sections, the components that make the PA IS System will be described. The
components include: A Camera system, a marker system and a host ofsupport items.

2.2

Vicon Cameras

The Camera system (fig 2.1) is the main Dptical Localization System (OLS)
used to determine the location of a set of retro-r€ flective ^ markers.

The cameras are manufactured by Vicon

With three cameras, a high level

of measurement accuracy can be achieved (sub-inillimeter accuracy). The cameras
capture images of the markers and after running a triangulation algorithm, the data
station attached to the cameras produces an outpit consisting ofa C3D file. The C3D

file is an industry standard for files containing m;^rker trajectories. In the context of

this thesis work, a Vicon Workstation Plug-in wa^ written to extract the coordinates
of the markers in the Vicon coordinate system.

2.3 Leksell Halo S,vstem

The Leksell Halo system (fig 2.2) is the de;vice

used to define the stereotactic

coordinate system shared by the marker systen and the imaging devices used to
^ A retro-reflective marker returns light directly back to the li^jht source thus it is highly visible to a camera
projecting a signal on it.
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Fig. 2.1: Three Vicon Cameras in the Standard Configuration

localize the target.
The official name of the halo is "Leksell (fi frame" and it is made by Elekta

Instruments, a company in Stockholm, Sweden, This halo system is machined with

high precision and provides a reliable stereotactic reference system that is used in the
medical industry. By looking at figure 2.4 we can see how the marker system (caddy

in this case) attaches to the halo to establish a cc ordinate system for the markers.

2.4 Marker Systems
In order to optically position an object, two specialized marker systems must

be used. One marker system (referred to as caddy) must be fixed to the target

containing object (an example is a human or animal head). Another marker system

(referred to as cross) must be attached to the proton delivery cone in order to identify
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Fig. 2.2: Leksell Halo

the location of the proton beam in the camera system.

The markers are essentially ceramic or plastic spheres covered with a retroreflective material. Since these markers are made from somewhat fragile materials,

one must be careful handling them and placing them in view of the cameras. In

previous work, a marker caddy (fig 2.3) was designed by a team of students and
faculty at Harvey Mudd College in Claremont, California. In the scope of this thesis
work, a need for a new and improved marker caddy was identified and addressed.
The newer version of the caddy can be found in figure 2.4.

The difference between the new and old design will be further explained in
chapter 4. The design for the cross marker system can also be found in figure 2.5.
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Fig. 2.3: Harvey Mudd Marker Caddy Design

2.5 Supporting Components

A host ofsupporting components are needed to facilitate the use ofthe marker
systems. Some of these parts are: the micro-stage, micro-stage cart, wand and a
regular digital camera system.

2.5.1

The Micro-i tage

The micro-stage is a fine alignment system apable ofsub-millimeter fine ahgn-

ment with three degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom are the standard translations X,Y and Z. The micro-stage found flush on the table in fig 2.7, could be

detached and mounted on a bracket (fig 2.6). Acliditionally, the micro-stage mounts
using the bracket, directly on the patient bed

3ed in the proton gantry at Loma

USi

Linda University Medical Center as in figure 2.9 and figure 2.10.

2.5.2 Micro-Stage

Cart

Some of the experiments conducted in a lab setting required a patient bed
in order to perform the course alignment. Since: a patient bed is not available at
California State University San Bernardino it was necessary to replace that capability
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Fig. 2.4: New Caddy Design

Fig. 2.5: Cone Cross Marker System
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Fig. 2.6: Caddy Mounted on the Micro Stage with Bracket

with a similar (but manual) system. The Micro-stage (fig 2.6) mounts interchangeably
on the cart (fig 2.7) or on the patient bed using a bracket as shown in figure 2.9.
2.5.3

L-Frame and Calibration Wand

The L-Frame is a marker set used at the static calibration procedure.

Its

purpose is to define the Vicon global coordinate system. The L-frame contains 4
markers shaped like the letter L. The first set of markers establishes the X coordinate
and the other establishes the Y coordinate. The cross product of the two coordinate
lines establishes the Z coordinate. The calibration wand is a small wand that contains

two markers. The wand is used in the dynamic calibration process. The dynamic

process (or calibration technique) was studied as one of the factors affecting the

accuracy of the Vicon system (refer to chapter 3).
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Fig. 2.7: Micro Stage Mounted on Specialized Cart

2.6 PACS System Setup

The main hardware components of the positioning and alignment control sys

tem (PACS) for functional proton radiosurgery are shown in photograph found in
Figure 2.8. A more visible sketch of the components (excluding the cameras) can
be found in figure 2.9. From the figures mentioned, we can see the caddy with the
bracket mounted on the patient bed. We can also see the cross marker system at
tached to the proton nozzle to mark the position ofthe beam; The nozzle is collimated
to the required beam diameter. The Vicon cameras can be seen behind the patient

bed and approximately centered to the mid-point between the nozzle and the caddy.

From the figures, we cannot see some of the other components including some of the
support tools and computers but they are present behind the scene to connect all

those systems together and run the alignment procedure.
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Fig. 2.8: Experimental Setup with Main Hardware Components of the PACS.

Fig. 2.9: Marker Systems in Gantry Setup
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Fig. 2.10: Marker Caddy, Fine Alignment Stage and Holding Bracket in Gantry

2.7 PACS System Functional Description

After introducing all the hardware components of the PACS system, in this
section we will focus on the the deployment of the system and the interaction between

the sub systems and external systems that ultimately lead to the alignment procedure.
Figure 2.11 shows the deployment diagram for the PACS system. Prom the
figure we can see the major components of the PACS system. The process starts

with the Immobilization System (IS). A patient (animal at this stage) must be first
immobilized using an immobilization frame (fiducial) fixed to the Leksell halo. The
patient along with the fiducial will be sent to MRI for target localization from which
we obtain the coordinates for the targets. The next system needed will be the OLS
system.

The Optical Localization System is comprised of the Vicon cameras, the
marker sets and all the other peripherals of the OLS. The main functionality of
the OLS system is to localize the markers in 3D space so that we can locate the

target in relation to the Leksell halo marker frame in the Vicon global coordinates.
Steps involved in the OLS operation are system calibration at the beginning of a mea-
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Fig. 2.11: PACS Deployment Diagram
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Fig. 2.12: Interaction Between the PACS System and Other Components

surement session, initial capture, and definition of marker sets for automatic marker
recognition for subsequent marker captures. The location of the caddy markers are
found and the locations of the cross markers are

also found in the Vicon global co

ordinate system. The alignment control system t; kes the marker positions from the

OLS and obtains the target location. After reading reference data, the ACS calculates a position correction for the caddy. The posifi'on correction is then taken by the

Positioning System (PS)and the alignment is carr:led out. When the target is aligned
within a certain tolerance, then the Proton Beam Oeliyery System would be asked to
deliver beam.

2.8 Operation of the Alignmen Control System
The alignment control system is one ofthe ir ajor parts developed and improved

in this body of work. Figure 2.13 shows the flow cjhart for the ACS system,
From the figure we can see that the control system can be viewed as a continuons or a non-continues model. One of the imprcvements on the system is directly
visible which is the quality check prior to continua tion of any calculation step. When

all the quality measures are satisfied then the prbcess continues through the steps,
The system does not assume any number oftarget; or any number of alignment steps.
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Fig. 2.13: Flow Chart of the
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System

When all the quality tests pass and the target is determined to be aligned, then the
beam is allowed to be delivered. The control pnocess at the current stage is fully

automated up to the point where a positioning is required (external to the control).

2.8.1

Stereotactic Transforma tion

Algorithm

In order to align a proton beam to a target one must be able to describe the

target (very small)as a point, and the proton beam as a line. Furthermore,the target
point and the beam line must be both described in the same coordinate system. To
calculate the equation of the proton beam line in the stereotactic coordinate system

we use the transformation algorithm described in appendix 7.2.5.
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3. OLS SYSTEM CHARAC 'ERIZATION

3.1

Introduction

The Vicon Camera System measures the position of retro reflective spherical

markers in a right-handed global coordinate systera that is defined at the time of the
static calibration with the L-frame and calibrated during the dynamic calibration with
the wand; The current system employs three digit

by Vicon. As this system is the central performing unit in the sequential alignment
system for functional proton radiosurgery, it needed to be carefully characterized.
This was done with a series of experiments perfoirmed between May and August of
2006.

3.2 Purpose
The experiments were designed to test ove: all accuracy, repeatability and re-

producibility of marker position measurements. In particular, we wanted to determine
the influence of the following experimental and oonfounding factors on the accuracy

and precision of the marker position measurementjs
• camera configuration

• calibration technique
• marker quality
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3.3

Terminology

The following terms, common to metrolog/^ systems, will be used to charac
terize the Vicon Camera System:
• Measurement Error: The variability in the measurement observed due to

the measurement process rather than the qilantity measured. In the case of

the marker system measurement, this means that we assume that the distances
between the various markers is constant in timie and, by itself, does not vary but

the measurement of this distance varies due to errors introduced by the Vicon
system.

• Calibration: A process for comparing actu8,1 reading to their known values in

order to make adjustments so that the agreei])ient between the two is improved.
The Vicon system provides its own system calibration to properly scale the
distance measurements and correct for lens

distortions. In our measurements,

an additional calibration ofthe distance scaliijig factor was introduced to improve
the overall accuracy of the measurements.
Accuracy: The total measurement variation including not only precision (see

below) but also a systematic error (bias) betwieen the average of measured values
and the true value. A bias could be introduqed, for example by using an inac-

curate scaling factor or by an uncorrected ^eometric distortion of the canlera
images.

• Precision: Variability of a measurement pnocess around its mean value (and

not the true value). Precision may be furthei'• decomposed into short-term vari

ation or repeatability (e.g., within one calibr,ation) and long-term variation or
reproducibility (e.g., between different calibraitions)
• Repeatability: The component of precision that is the variability in the short
term and occurs under highly controlled situai,tions (e.g., same calibration,same

experimental setup, same operator, etc.)
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• Reproducibility: This is the total measurement precision in the long term

occurring under different conditions (calibratiion, operator, ambient light etc.).
Reproducibility includes the short term vari;lation and is, therefore, equal to or
worse than the repeatability.
• Resolution: Smallest interval between two measurements that can be mean-

ingfully interpreted. Usually one quotes ± on^ standard deviation of a represen-

tative sample of measurements as the resolu);ion of a particular measurement,
Thus, the resolution is closely related to the brecision of a measurement.
3.4 Independent Experimental Factors
3.4.1

Camera ConGguration

The three Vicon cameras were placed in a vertical equilateral triangle config-

uration and the camera plane was roughly paralle' to the plane of the markers. Two

individual camera configurations were tested within this scheme. The first config-

uration (see Figure 2.1), called "standard configu:ration" as it can be conveniently
realized at the back of the proton gantry enclosure featured an equilateral triangle of
104 cm side length. The cameras were oriented su h that their central axes

single point (isocenter) which was located central between the two

met at a

marker sets. The

central axes formed equal angles of about 50 degrees with respect to each other. The
distance of the isocenter,from the camera plane w;as 110 cm. The second camera con-

figuration was an equilateral triangle with a side Ipngth of 177 cm. The central axes

intersected at an angle of 90 degrees at a distanc(fe of 70 cm from the camera plane.

Again, the isocenter was placed at the center poini;: between the two marker sets.

We

hypothesized that this "orthogonal configuration" although technically more difiicult

to realize, may lead to a higher degree of accuracy,. For both camera configurations,
the field of view of each camera at isocenter was 80 cm, ensuring that both marker

sets were included in the field of view of each c^amera and resolved with identical
resolution.
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3.4.2 Calibration Technique

At the beginning of each measurement session, a static and dynamic system

calibration was performed utilizing Vicon's automatic calibration algorithm Dynacal3.
The static calibration captured four spherical m£cirkers (12 mm) with L-shaped ar-

rangement rigidly attached to a frame. A least-square best fit line through three
horizontal markers established the horizontal(X) axis of the Vicon reference system.

The vertical (Y) axis was defined as the line perI)endicular to the first line passing
through the remaining single marker, and the lo:ngitudinal (Z) axis was defined by

the cross product of unit vectors in X and Y direction. One should note that for calibration the L-frame was inserted in the holder th.at normally holds the stereotactic

frame, thus making the Vicon system and stereotaictic system axes parallel,

The dynamic calibration was performed by having the operator waving a 100mm wand consisting oftwo spherical markers(12 iq:m)within the calibration volume,
a cuboid of approximately 60 cm in side length. The exact distance between the cen

troids of the wand markers (98.923 mm), which ts required for proper scaling, was
measured by a certified inspection laboratory (Di:metrolab. Riverside, CA, USA). In
addition,the distances between the individual ma:rkers ofthe L-frame were measured.
These data were entered in the Calibration Refere!:ace

Object(CRO)file ofthe Vicon

software. In addition to the scaling factor, the d;yn;amic calibration algorithm determined the position of the cameras relative to ea,^h other in space and the besit-fit

parameters of a linearization algorithm to correct for geometric lens distortions,
Each calibration produced three quality parameters: 1. The camera resid-

uals, defined as the rms difference between the reconstructed marker image, based
on the data of two cameras and projected back to the image of the third camera,

and the marker image measured by the third cani era,; 2. the wand visibility, defined
as the percentage of image frames with the wacKd seen by all three cameras; and
3. the static reproducibility defmed as the relatiwi accuracy (in percent) with which
the inspected distances between static L-frame

arkers(CRO file entries) were re-

m.

produced. Camera residuals of less than 1 mm. wand visibility of 70% or better.
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and static reproducibilities of 1% or better were ac cepted as indicators for a suitable
calibration.

3.4.3 Experimental Design and Data Analysis

The goal of this performance study was

to

characterize the systematic and

random measurement errors ofthe OLS under rea|:istic

measurement conditions and

to identify the components in the variance ofthe er: or. The target marker set selected
for this study consisted of 15 caddy markers distributed over an area of about 20 cm^
in a plane parallel to the X-Y plane of the Vicon ieference system.
The measurement accuracy and reproducibi ity ofthe system was studied using

two endpoints: 1. the distances between each mark*?:ir and the center ofgravity(CG)of
all other markers; and 2. the measured displaceme:Qt of each marker after performing

a prescribed shift in X,Y,or Z direction with microiLstages accurate to about 0.01 mm.
Distances between CG and marker location in the stereotactic reference system were

known from dimensional inspection to ± 0.025 m m. Differences between measured
and nominal values were defined as distance and

spift errors, respectively,

The performance study was organized into three individual experiments with
camera configuration and calibration technique as: the controlled experimental variables. The first experiment employed the camera configuration 1 (standard) and a
calibration technique with random wand movemients. The experiment consisted of

three sessions, with 18 individual data captures(trials). The trials included a start

position and six prescribed moves per X and Z axi^ covering a range of± 15 mm and
five moves per Y axis Coyering a range from -14 rn:m to +7 mm. Note that the Y axis
had a more limited range of motion than the other two axes. The second experiment
was identical in design but utilized camera configuration 2(orthogonal),

The third experiment consisted of four sessi:ions, each performed with camera

configuration 1. For each session,a different calibration technique was used. The techniques differed with respect to the directionality o: the wand movement: technique 1

used wand movement segments mostly perpendiculLar to the camera plane, technique
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2 used movement segments mostly in vertical direction, and technique 3 used move-

ment segments mostly in lateral direction; technique 4, which was also used in the
first two experiments, combined random movemeruts
included 17 trials with a reference position and

1()

in all directions. Each session

prescribed shifts divided among

the three axes with a range similar to that in the f^rst two experiments.
Distance errors and shift errors were anal;

with respect to normality of

their distributions using KS testing. For the first t wo experiments, grand means and
standard deviations of marker session means were determined and compared using

the Student t-test. For the third experiment, th^

marker session means and their

standard deviations were compared with ANOVA. For each error type, variance and

standard,deviations were decomposed into marke|r, session, and trial effects using
a linear statistical model of the form

= r) d- £m + Ss + St, where Umst is the

measurement of marker m during trial t of session s, T} is the population mean of all
measurements, and

Ss, and St are random va:jriables

that describe the effect of

marker and inter- and intra-session variability on the measurement, respectively. An

ANOVA table was constructed to derive an estinj;ate for the

standard deviation of

each parameter in the model. The 95% confidence i:ntervals ofthe standard deviations
were derived by performing 1,000 or 10,000 Simula:ions with the sample variances of

the ANOVA table [4]. Interactions between marker

session and trial effects were not

considered in this analysis.

3.5

3.5.1

Results

Calibration Fahtors

We performed three experiments, the first two with three sessions for two dil

ferent camera configurations using the same calibr.ation technique, and the second
with four sessions, one for each calibration techniqifi'e using the same camera configuration. The three calibration parameters produced by the 10 sessions are summarized
in Table 3.1. This shows that the mean and maximum residual camera errors were

well below 1 mm. The visibility of the markers ranged from 68% to 98% and was
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Exp.

Session

1

2

3

Res.

Camera

(Mean
(mm)

±

Max Res.(mm)

Visibility(%)

Static Reprod.(%)

0.73

SD)

1

0.43 ± 0.07

0.51

97

2

0.47 ± 0.10

0.56

97

1.08

3

0.48 ± 0.03

0.51

95

0.70
0.62

1

0.37 ± 0.07

0.41

75

2

0.26 ± 0.02

0.28

68

3

0.70 d= 0.11

0.82

71

0.49
^

0.52

1

0.53 i 0.04

0.57

98

0.77

2

0.54 ± 0.07

0.60

97

0.72

3

0.45 =b 0.06

0.51

95

1.00

4

0.44 ± 0.05

0.49

96

1.00

Tab. 3.1: Calibration Parameters

typically above 90%. The static reproducibility ran ged from 0.48% to 1.08% and was
typically below 1%. No significant correlation betVeen these factors and the session
means of the distance and shift errors was found.

3.5.2

Distance Er or

ing the difference between the disDistance errors were determined by calculati:
tance of each marker from the CG of all remaining 14 markers and the corresponding
distance measured by the dimensional metrology laboratory(DML).

During the first runs performed with the OLS, we noticed that the scaling
factors determined by performing a linear regressip:u of Vicon-measured CG distances

against the DML CG distances, which ranged from 11.6 mm to 113.9 mm, were

slightly above or below 1.0 (typically 1-2%). To'
error independent of the magnitude of the CG

make the absolute CG distance

distance,

we henceforth determined

the scaling factor for each measurement trial and iised it to correct the CG distance

accordingly. After this correction, no significant c orrelation was found between the

error and the CG distance (r = —0.15,p = 0.60).
Exploration of the data of each session reve;aled no significant deviation of the
distance error distribution from a normal distribut:on(p >

0.05, KS test). There was

no significant correlation between the distance er::or and the size of the prescribed

marker shift (r = 0.44, p = 0.32), nor were the s(^ssion means of the distance error
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Parameter

Level

Error
SD)

Dist.

(Mean
(mm)
Camera Setup

Standard

0.088 ± 0.155

Orthogonal

0.083 ih 0.^!13
0.120 ± 0.]
.63

Calibration Tech

Probability (p)

0.89

0.71

0.094 ± 0.;166

nique
0.155 =b 0 171

0.160 ± 0.3179

Tab. 3.2: Mean Distance Errors

different when grouped with respect to shift axes X, Y, or Z (p = 0,62, one-way

ANOVA).
Table 3.2 shows a comparison of the meaii distance errors for the standard

and the orthogonal camera setup (experiment 1) and the four calibration techniques
(experiment 2). These values represent systemati

measurement errors. Tabulated

means are the averages across sessions and markeijis and the standard deviations are
for the marker means. All means were of the order of 0.1

mm with no significant dif-

ferences between the two camera configurations arnd the four calibration techniques,

Standard deviations of the marker means ranged from 0.155 mm to 0.213 mm,representing the spread of systematic measurement er:rors between markers,
In order to study the variation of the indivfdual measurement error, the stan-

dard deviations with 95% confidence intervals (in parentheses) of the distance measurement were obtained by ANOVA. These were .16 mm (0.12 mm,0.25 mm)for

the first experiment (camera configuration 1), 0.24 mm (0.19 mm,0.36 mm)for the
second experiment (camera configuration 2), and 0.17 mm (0.13 mm,0.26 mm)for
the third experiment (four calibration techniques), demonstrating an unexpected,sig-

nificantly larger random measurement error for th^ orthogonal camera configuration
{p < 0.001, F-test).
Figure 3.1 shows the decomposition of the standard deviation with respect to

marker, session, and trial (intra-session) effects for the three experiments. It illustrates that the between-marker variation of the

easurement error was the largest

iru

source of variation,followed by the inter-session vaiiiation, whereas the residual intra-
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session variation was relatively small (standard deviation less than 0.05 mm). The
inter-session standard deviation was significantly arger for camera configuration 2,

explaining the larger overall standard deviation of his experiment. The use of different camera calibration techniques for each session ((5xperiment 3)did not significantly
increase the inter-session variability compared to ;he other two experiments, which

used only one calibration technique.
CGDistance Error

Marker

Csm conffg 1, Ca/tech4
□ Cam confi'g2, Ca/tech 4

Session

I

B-

▲ Cam conffg 1, Ca/tech 1-4

Triai

O

0.05

01

0.15

0.3

0.2

0.35

EstimatedSO (mn^

Fig. 3.1: Estimated Standard Deviation Components and 95%

Confidence Intervals of the Distance Mea-

surement.

3.5.3

Shift Erro:

Shift errors were determined by calculating the difference between prescribed

shifts along the X, Y, or Z axis and measured shifts . For each session, shift measurements were corrected by the same scaling factor derived for CG distance data (see

previous section).
Shift error distributions of individual sessio;;as did not differ significantly from

normal distributions (p > 0.05, KS test). There w as

a weak correla,tion between the

shift error and the size of the prescribed marker shiift: Shift Error (mm) = -0.0312 -f

0.00452 * Shift(mm), r = 0.521, p < 0.0001, prob|i:bly due to residual scaling factor
difference between measurements and micro-stagt; adjustments. Because the error
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Parameter

Level

Dist.

(Mean
(mm)
Camera Setup

Error Probability (p)
SD)

Standard

-0.036 ± 0 018

Orthogonal

-0.035 ± 0 018

0.85

-0.032 ± 0,021

0.075

-0.024 ± 0,014

Calibration Tech

nique
-0.039 d= 0,022
-0.024 zb 0,014

Tab. 3.3: Mean Shift Errors

introduced by this effect was very small, i.e., 4 m icrometer per millimeter shift, no
further correction to the shift error was made.

A small but significant difference of the mean shift error along the Y axis

compared to the other two axes was found; the mlean shift errors ± standard

errors

for the X, Y, and Z axis were -0.02 mm ± 0.004 mm, -0.07 mm ±0.004 mm, and

0.02 mm ± 0.004 mm, respectively (p < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA). This may be
explained by the fact that the Y-axis micro-stage had to perform against the weight
of stereotactic halo and target marker set.
Table 3.3 summarizes the mean shift errors and their standard deviations for

the standard and the orthogonal camera setup(experiment 1)and the four calibration

techniques (experiment 2). One should note that the

mean shift errors were about

three times and the standard deviations of the ma:fker means about 10-times smaller

than those for the distance errors.

The standard deviations with 95% confidentze intervals (in

parentheses) of the

shift measurement were 0.09 mm (0.086 mm, 0.095 mm) for the first experirnent
(camera configuration 1), 0.089 mm (0.084 mm, 3.096 mm)for the second experi-

ment (camera configuration 2), and 0.100 mm (0 096 inm, 0.104 mm)for the third

experiment (four calibration techniques), demons);:rating

no significant dependence

on camera setup and calibration technique (p > 0.05, F-test). Figure 3.2 shows the
different components of the shift error standard d<wiation, illustrating that the con
tribution of variation between markers and sessidns is very srnall in this case and

practically all ofthe variation is due to intra-session variation. Also note that the lat-
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ter is about two times larger than that of the distance errot, which can be explained

by the fact that the shift measurement consists of the difference between two marker
coordinate measurements of about equal variance while the CG distance measure
ment involves the difference between a marker m«3asurement and the average of 14

marker measurements (the CG location), which has a 14-times smaller variance than
the individual marker measurement.
ShiftError

Marker

Gam conffg 1. Oa/tech4

C"am conffg2,Cattech4
Cam conffg 1, Cattech 1-4

Session

Triai

O

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

o.i

0.12

EstimatedSO(mm)

Fig. 3.2: Estimated Standard Deviation Components and 959c

Confidence Intervals of the Shift; Measure-

ment. Negative Variances were Truncated to Zero.

3.6

Discussion and Cc nclusions

The goal of this investigation was to study the performance of the optoelec

tronic (optical) localization system for possible application in image-guided lesioning
with narrow proton beams. With increasing capability for higher accuracy in animal
and clinical brain lesioning procedures, due to b(etter target localization, new techniques have to be developed that will allow application of sharp particle beams for
this purpose.

Camera systems with active or passive mhrkers attached to the human body
have mostly been used for human movement studies in the past [7]-[13] and were only
recently introduced to the field of image-guided radiotherapy and radiosurgery [11,
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14]. The experience with these systems is limited and, in particnlar, no performance
study of the Vicon system for this application has been published. In a review of
available marker-based tracking systems, we have selected the VicOii system due to
its real-time capability of automatic marker registryation and its use of high-resolution
cameras.

In this work, we studied two different endpdiints that give different information
on the performance of the system. The distance (;rror is important for the accuracy
and precision localizing the target and beam marker systems with respect to each

other. Systematic and random system errors weie of the order of 0.1 and 0.2 mm,
respectively, which would be acceptable for the purpose of sub-millimetric alignment

accuracy. We found that a significant source of the overall variation as well as systematic error was due to the markers themselves, This is probably related to the fact

that the markers are made of a spherical ceramic core wrapped with retro-reflective
tape, which introduces some variation in their spllerical symmetry. A careful marker

selection could potentially improve the OLS accuracy and reproducibility to better
than b.l mm.

We found that the camera configuration with orthogonal intersection of the
central axes had a significantly larger distance measurement uncertainty than the

standard camera setup with about 50 degrees beii\ween the central camera axes.

This

unexpected result may be explained by the fact that the Vicon markers are incomplete
spheres due to a flat part serving for marker attachment to their posts. With the
standard camera arrangement,this part was practically invisible to the cameras, while

for the orthogonal arrangement it was partiallyfusible.

The second study endpoint, the shift errcr, is a measure of the accuracy and
precision of spatial shifts with respect to a reference position. This is important for
real-time tracking of small motions of the target and beam relative to each other.
Overall, this error was abont one magnitude snilaller than the distance error. This
can be attributed to the fact that this error is

rather independent of the marker

quality since the shift measurement only tracks relative changes in the position of the
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same markers while the distance measurement im olves

the position of each marker

relative to all other markers. Thus if the marker i perceived in the wrong location,
this will affect its distance but not its shift measuiement.

In addition to marker variability, both intra,: arid inter-session variability contribute to both distance and shift measurement errors. The intra-session error is

probably due to random internal error sources, srj'ch

as electronic noise and niarker

flickering. The inter-session errors cOuld be rela.tied to the variability in manually
calibrated measurement volume of the system. 1 he intra-session error may be reduced with technical advances in marker recognittm and low-noise electronics, or by

adding additional cameras and decreasing the distanee between cameras and markers.
The inter-session error may be improved by stan la,rdizing the dynamic calibration
technique with a robotic system.
In conclusion, this initial OLS performano 3 study has shown that the Vicon

system model 260 in combination with passive

ret:ro-refiective

markers appears ad-

equate for the stated purpose of monitoring func donal proton lesioning procedures
with sub-millimeter accuracy. The application ciccuracy of the integrated PACS,

which depends on many additionalfactors, has ye ; to be tested.
3.6.1

Summary ofFindings

In summary, the OLS (Vicon 260) systeni was tested for adequacy in submillimeter alignment applications. A series of e? periments that included 2 exper-

iments each including 3 calibrations and several i^rials was performed. The experinients where designed to test the accuracy, repeata 3ility and reproducibility of marker
positions. The end points ofthe experiments were to study the distance error and the
marker shift error. The results showed that the different calibration techniques did

not contribute a large error whereas the marker qiuality was the biggest cdntribution
to errors. A larger error appeared when the second camera configuration was used
but that error was still within an acceptable bou;nd. The OLS system appeared to

perform adequately for the purpose of sub-millimleter alignment using the standard
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setup and current marker and camera systems.
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4. IMPROVED CADDY DESIGN

4.1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to report on the work done to improve the

ruarker system used with the Optical Localization System in order to enhance its
accuracy and functionality.

4.2

Theoretical Consid erations

4.2.1

The Old Oaddy Design

Before this body of work, a Caddy was r esigned and implemented by the
Harvey Mudd College (HMC) team in Clarempn t California. The caddy found in
figure 2.3 consisted of a frame holding 23 markers The HMC caddy was designed

to maximize target visibility to the beam from al directions. The old caddy design
however lacked many features that the could make it more useful and had a few issues
that needed a solution. Some of the issues the old caddy had are:

• Growding of markers: The 23 niarkers on the caddy where placed in a way
that maximizes a proton beam's entry

e; this caused the markers to be

clustered together in afashion that made rharl er visibility to the cameras limited,
The visibility limitation made a few marker!s totally invisible to the camera
system. Another issue was that markers who were very close to one another

were recognized by the system as one marker at the centroid of the collection of
rniss-recognized markers.

• Non-Symmetric Distribution of Markers As the markers where clustered,
the markers where not distributed evenly ovc:sr the volume of capture, which is
40

one ofthe factors in the quality of the measu:jrement of that volume. The Vicon
Cameras have their own inherent lens distortio:n,thus, placing the

markers on the

edge ofthe camera view rather than at evenly spaced intervals around the volume
of capture increases the amount of error in recognizing the markers correctly.
• Marker Configurations: It is hard to cover or uncover the markers on the

caddy in order to create particular marker C'onfigurations. It was necessary to

create different marker configurations to test; the

theories in this thesis. The

markers on the caddy did not have a way to hide them without the danger of
breaking them.
• Triangles: The main theory in this body of work is that balanced and larger
equilateral triangles should give more accuracj in the 3D transformation process,
To test this theory it was required to create n arker configurations that included

large equilateral triangles using the caddy markers, and that was not available
with the old caddy.

• The phantom base: The phantom base th^t houses measured targets had to
be removed back and forth during the use to allow the caddy to register on the
halo frame, which introduced human error.

4.2.2 Requirements for a New Caddy

As seen from section 4.2.1, the old caddy "ailed to fulfill some of the design
goals of a usable caddy. To resolve the issues with the old caddy, a set ofrequirements

where specified for a new caddy to be designed as part of this thesis work. The
requirements for the new caddy were:
• The new caddy must have a configurable set
• The markers on the new caddy should have

3f markers

mechanism to cover and uncover

them easily, without the big risk of breaking ihem.

• Markers on the new caddy should form a rar ge of configurations ranging from
small sharp triangles to large equilateral triar gles for testing.
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• The marker arrangements on the caddy shoulcf include two dimensional arrange
ments and three dimensional arrangements.
• The markers on the new caddy should be e asily replaceable in case one gets

damaged.

• The caddy itself should allow for a high visibiility of target to the proton beam
in addition of having markers with high visib lity to the cameras.
• The caddy design should incorporate the peripherals of the old caddy including

registration to the same Leksell halo and phajntom

base system.

• It was preferred that the caddy registers on the halo along with the phantom

base without having to remove the phantom base during the caddy use in order
to minimize the human error effect when rep^lacing these parts.

• The new caddy design Should fit a live aninia^ module (frame) for future animal
testing.

4.3 Engineermg the New Caddy
4.3.1

Current Status o

Design

Based on the requirements stated in sectio:n 4.2.2 a design effort for a new

caddy took place. The new caddy design (figure 2.4) achieved all the requirements
requested.

4.3.2

The Design Piocess

The design process of the new caddy start(3d by estimating how the requirements would be satisfied. Since the requirements spocified the need to use the existing

registration system (halo), the design had to start from that point. The idea of the
design was to attach the phantom base to the mar cer caddy firmly to create a device

that would register on the halo. This idea achieved the goals ofnot having to remove
the phantom base while using the caddy.
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The caddy marker itself was realized as an aluminum plate with a set of
screw threads that would hold the markers. The caddy plate itself is attached to

the phantom base using 4 poles nearing 8 inch ih length. The reflective markers
where placed on aluminum rods that had threaded screws at the other end thus the
markers are essentially screwed in place flrmly on the marker plate.
The marker rods also had threads just behind the markers that would be
used for matching plastic caps that have the sa me threads. Using the threaded
marker method, the markers could be replaced an^1 capped easily for protection and

coverage. There where multiple lengths for the majker rods in order to realize a three
dimensional configuration.

In order to achieve sharp and wide triangle^ with the markers, the marker set
was modeled using 3D modeling software to achieve a good design. Twelve markers
where eventually placed in a circle around the edge of the marker plate to form the

large triangles and a set of five markers where p aced

in the center in a form of a

small cross. The shape of the markers can be four d in figure 2.4.

4.4 Experimental Verification of New Design and Selection ofBest Marker
Triangles

4.4.1

Purpose

The purpose of the triangle selection stud Y was to determine the quality of
the orthogonal stereotactic transformation for an y triangular marker configuration
possible with the new caddy design. Other purpc ses included ranking the triangles

with respect to the root-mean-square (RMS)transformation error, furthermore, we

needed to find characteristics oftriangles that corr^^late with the RMS transformation
error.

Note: The following method was used to a Iculate the RMS error:
1. generate all triangles

2. calculate stereotactic transformation for each triangle
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3. apply transformation to all marker points including the selected triangle
4. calculate the error vector for each marker poiht

5. calculate sum of squared norms(SSN)for all error vectors
6. divide SSN by number of points and take the square root to obtain the RMS
4.4.2 Triangle Study Hypothesis

The hypothesis we had was that the RMS

transformation error will decrease

with increasing triangular area and increasing mirimum triangle angle. The reason
behind this theory is that the error in the OLS syistem is believed to be isotropic for
ing a larger triangle will lead to a
the location of any particular marker and thus hav|i:

smaller relative error when processing the triangle t:irough a transformation. Another
reason we hypothesized is that smaller angles will l^ad to larger errors is the inherent

structure of the transformation mathematics; Wh^:n the angles between the vectors
in a matrix are sharp the matrices become ill co:Mitioned. Having ill conditioned

matrices makes them prone to larger error due to slight perturbations.

4.4.3

Method Outline

We used all available Vicon system data captured between May and August,

,tion for each triangle. The tests
2006 and studied the RMS error of the transforma:
where designed and implemented using MATLAB software. The standard camera
configuration was used for this study. The MATIAB software read in the data for

three different sessions and all their trials(A sessio:n is an independent calibration),
inations for the 15 available markThe software created all the possible triangles combi:

ers used for this study. For each of the created tria;Jigles (455 in all), the triangle area
was calculated, the smallest angle was determined and the transformation error was
calculated. The values for the transformation errb:r (RMS

the same triangle throughout the different sessions
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error) were averaged for

4.4.4

Results

Min Angle

You can find the plot of the min angle vs. the average RMS in figure 4.1. The

angles are shown in radians and the RMS error shown is the average error for the same
triangle throughout the different sessions. The error increases dramatically when the
min angle approaches zero. The RMS error tends to be very small for a majority
of the values and especially the ones with a larger minimum angle. To further show
the difference between the errors, we can observe figure 4.2 which displays the same

triangles but with error shown on a natural logarithmic scale. With the latter figure
it is easier to see the trend; the larger the angle, the smaller the error is. We can also
see that the difference between the two error extremes is several orders of magnitude.
Min Triangle Angle VS. Avr RMS
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Fig. 4.1: Minimum Angle vs. Average Transformation RMS

Triangle Area
The results for the triangle area vs. average RMS look similar to the ones

for min angle. From figure 4.3 we can quickly see that for most triangles where the
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Fig. 4.2: Minimum Angle vs. Log(RMS)

area is above a certain threshold, the errors are smaller. For the triangles with an

area below the threshold, the errors are extremely large and reached 120 mm. Using

figure 4.4, we notice that the variation of error due to triangle area is a little larger
than the variation due to angle change only. The trend however for triangle area can
be easily seen, the larger the triangle area the smaller the average RMS error is. The

majority of the triangles have an acceptable level of error but for the triangles on the
smaller size the errors are too large to be acceptable for a transformation method.

4.4.5

Conclusions

The theory being tested was that the triangle area and min angle have a
significant effect on the accuracy of the transformation of that triangle. The results
show that the theory has merit. The intention is to use a few triangles to create the

transformation between two coordinate systems. We can conclude that the triangle
selection should be a very important step in the transformation; the reason is that
one could choose one of those triangles that exhibit a large error, and use it without

verification of its quality. For the intended application of sub-millimeter alignment,
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14000

using a randomly selected triangle could be a hazard causing the alignment error to
be significant thus this step is crucial.
4.5 Summary ofImprovements

In summary, a triangle selection study was performed using the data sets
obtained between May and Aug 2006. We tested 1 he theory that the RMS transformation error will decrease with increasing triangr lar area and increasing minimum

triangle angle. The results for the triangle area vs average RMS look similar to the
ones for min angle and they both give merit to the hypothesis. We can conclude that
the triangle selection should be a very important tep in the transformation method.

The triangles selected for the transformation meth(>d should be of initial good quality,
The same results are assumed to apply to the mai ker cross system.
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5. REFINEMENT OF THE STEREOTACTIC TRANSFORMATION
ALGORITHM

5.1

Purpose

The purpose of the refinement task was to tep through the calculations done
in the stereotactic transformation and correct anj sources of numerical errors. The

most significant improvements are described in the following few sections.
5.2 Triangles used in the Ti ansformation
One of the improvements was to increase the number of triangles used to
calculate the transformation matrix. The problem source is that the accuracy of the
transformation matrix calculated using one trian,^le will be highly dependent on the

accuracy of that particular triangle.

We solved that problem by using multiple triangles and averaging the rotation
matrices produced by each triangle into an average rotation

5.3 Averaging ofRotati m

matrix.

Matrices

In the previous section we introduced the use of an average rotation matrix,
Initially this rotation matrix was averaged out us ng matrix addition and division by
the number of matrices. The straightforward avei aging was problematic because the

resulting matrix is not necessarily a rotation matrix.
The initial solution for this problem was to use an analytical version of the
Euler method for rotation matrices. In that metijiod, a

rotation matrix is calculated

then the Euler angles are derived from the rotation matrix. After calculating the
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Euler angles for several rotation matrices, the Enler angles were averaged out; the
final rotation matrix was constructed using the averaged angles. This method still had

problems as the angles in the Euler method are not necessarily in the same quadrant,
To solve this last issue, we reverted to using the hverage of the cosines and sines of

the angles instead of averaging the angles themsielves. When we applied the Euler

trigonometric averaging, the resulting rotation matrix
matrix but with a very small perturbation away from

was sometimes not a rotation
one.

The last improvement on the averaging ofthe rotation matrices was to enforce
the resulting average to be a rotation matrix,

he way we accomplished that is

by turning the Euler method into a numerical me ihod and adding a cost constraint
attached to a search function that maximized the cost of being away from a rotation
;
function. A barrier function
matrix. The cost added function is considered a baxrier

is a continuous function that is near infinity outside the feasible region and near 0

inside the feasible region. The feasible region is the region where the constraints are
satisfied. A common barrier function for the region [a,b] is —clog{x — a){b — x)

where c is adjusted to approximate an ideal barrier function. Typical ranges
of c are 1 to .01.

The actual cost function we used in our application

-clog^((l-d)-|M„,|)(|M,

was:

— (l T d))T OiloQd

where c = 1 and d = 10 ^

5.4 Summary ofImprovements

In summary, many of the sources of error in the transformation process were
identified and corrected. The resulting process showed a higher level of accuracy and
a lower transformation RMS error.
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6. SOFTWARE IMPROVEMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT

6.1

Introduction

To improve the PACS system, many software packages had to be created or
improved to make the system usable and efficient,

The software tools inherited for

this thesis work had many visible defects and somie required calculations were done

manually. As a result of this body of work, all the software inherited from SAPVS
where rewritten from scratch. A collection of new

Software were added to the system

most important ofthose is the alignment software, The following sections explore the
difierent software improvements.

6.2

Camera Orientation Software

During the many experiments with camera configuration, it was determined

necessary that we have a tool that aids the operator in calculating the camera angles
that would make them exactly oriented at a poinl; distant from the centroid of the

triangle of the camera plane. In most cases that point referred to is the gantry
isocenter. This software package is a GUI written in Visual Basic.NET.The software
takes the height of each camera and the height of the isocenter as input; the user
must also specify the distance to the iso center. i^.fter all the input is supplied, the

software calculates the angle setting for each camera based on its height and distance
and presents it to the user. A screen shot of the software interface can be found in

figure 6.1. Many thanks to Mr. Pani Chakrapni for his support in writing this tool
as his contribution was substantial.
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Fig. 6.1: Camera Position and Orientation Software.

6.3 Improving the Data Acquisition Process
In order to facilitate the data acquisition process an automated process to
obtain the coordinates ofthe markers was needed. Previously this process was manual

and required mundane work to obtain few data sets. To address this requirement a
software plug-in was written to interface with the camera system.

The plug-in was written in C-I-+ and utilized MFC^ to create a static DLL
that runs as a process from within the Vicon Workstation software. After the user
captures a trial from within the Vicon Workstation, the user can execute that plug-in
in the program's pipeline. The plug-in uses the captured c3d file as input and the
output of the plug-in is a text file that contains a listing of all markers for all objects

(marker systems). The listing contains the object name followed by the marker name
followed by the X,Y and Z locations. The text file has a structure suitable for the
transformation software to pick up and continue the transformation process. With

this system, an automated solution now exists to generate the locations ofthe markers
quickly and efficiently. The output of the plug-in is almost momentary.
^ Microsoft Foundation Classes
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6.4 Improving the Image Processing Software
In order to calculate the overall performance ofthe alignment system,an image

based system was used to calculate the beam offs t from the target. Targets with
known coordinates are available for testing using thi phantom base device (fig 2.6). A
laser beam fitted inside the delivery nozzle was used to project light at the phantom

base target. The shadow formed by the target m arker and the laser are captured

together using a digital camera. The offset of the center of the laser spot from the
center of the target shadow is a direct indication o the alignment accuracy,

In order to process the laser spot/shadow images a software package was
needed. In the course of this thesis the required software package was delivered,

Figure 6.2 shows a screen shot of the image processing GUI. The Image processing
GUI takes the raw images captured and processes t]lem directly to produce the offsets
between the two centers.

The following is the outline of the software algorithm:
• Read image from path pointed at by user.
• Threshold the image and convert to Black anc1 White only.

• Clean the image noise by performing multiple progressive scans horizontally and
vertically.

• Fill the laser spot completely and blacken th shadow area completely (image

filling).
• Scan the image to determine outer bound of the laser spot,
• Create a contour around a large portion of th outer edge of the laser spot and

arrange it as a matrix of X and Y points.
• Scan to find the shadow edge.
• Create a contour around a large portion of t'le shadow spot and arrange it as
a matrix of X and Y points. The number of joints matches the number of the
points extracted for the outer spot.

"V- 53^

• Solve the problem of finding the center of the circle from the matrix data using
least square fitting.

• Calculating the Euclidean distance between tie centers for the two circles.
•convert from pixel dimensions to millimeters by scaling the standard size of the
laser spot (1 cm).
• Calculating and displaying the offset.

• Determining useful messages and displaying them on screen.
Display the original image with the resulting ircles and centers plotted on top
of it with different colors.

The software package was implemented using ]\/IATLAB and was entirely written
as a compilable GUI module that can run stand alone without MATLAB. To

accomplish this the MATLAB compiler toolbb;IX was utilized.

6.5 Implementation ofa GUI based Alignment Package
One ofthe integral parts of the PACS align:m'ent package is the alignment soft-

ware. The alignment process for the SAPVS system was very mundane and required
a good deal of user interaction. The actual alignment calculation was performed over
a few steps some involving calculation of values usiing software tools like MATHCAD
and required manual manipulation of the raw data in order to produce suitable data
format. These conditions were to be corrected a:id

thus a requirement for an au-

tomated tool was expressed early on and was sta ;ed as an objective of this thesis.

The alignment software was created and tesited for the intended purpose. Figure 6.3 shows a screen shot of the alignment GUI. The software interface is designed

for quick and repeated operation without too mud intervention by the user (refer to

figure 2.13). The user initially must select the refe rence files and the location of the
data buffer (file) created by the plug-in. After thoiise basic settings are selected, the
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user can read all the files and create the transformation. The software reads all the

needed files and calculates the transformation after checking the quality of the data.

The quality of the transformation is then estimated and reported back to the user

in the dialogue window. In the case where the quality is below a configurable value
the dialogue window will display a red color background and a message is sent to the
user stating which quality criteria where not met.

The alignment software is very easy to configure, as the software has a basic

configuration file that can be modified based on the current use ofthe software. Some
of the items that can be configured include the triangles selected for the transforma

tion and the basic quality criteria. One other good feature of the software is that it
remembers the files read and the target throughout the alignment process, thus the

user can continue to align to the same target using the same settings until the align
ment is achieved. An alignment check button is also available so that the user can

verify the beam position to the set tolerance. The deliver beam display will remain
red until the beam is on the target at which point it will turn green and the operator
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will request beam.

6.6 Summary ofSoftware Improvements and Developments
In Summary,many software tools and packag*;es where developed for this thesis

work. The most important software were described in this section in more detail and

the following is a summary of those software.
The most important tool developed is the alignment software, this tool made

the alignment process efficient and less error pron^ as the user intervention is minimized. This package is currently available with a

changed into a continuous mode as soon as the

non-continues format but can be

icon cameras are utilized in a reVi(

altime fashion. The other software was very use:ul in the course of this research

and helped solve problems that would have taken ,I lot of time, especially the image

processing tool and the camera alignment tool.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION

7.1

Conclusions

Proton radiotherapy and radiosurgery are becoming more attractive options

features of protons over other

for the treatment of many ailments. The favora

ionizing radiation such as photon radiation will piay a role in making proton based
radiation the de facto standard in radiation oncolc gy-

Sub-millimeter functional surgery is still not available with protons as of this

writing. This thesis work is a step towards an o tical based alignment and control
system for sub-millimeter proton radiosurgery.

'he main product of this body of

work is the PACS system. With the PACS syste:m and similar systems, we believe
that sub-millimeter accuracy is within reach and cjttainable in the near future.
In order to achieve sub-millimeter control o\er proton beams shooting through

stereotactic defined targets, a set of hardware and software was integrated in a system
named PACS. The PACS system contained an opitical localization system and a pa

tient positioning system. Both alignment ad positinning system have sub-millimeter
capabilities.

7.1.1

Vicon Camera Performance

In the previous efforts including the "SAPVS" system, a camera based lo-

calization system (VICON 260) was used. The camera system which is the major
measurement tool available was never studied in terms of the many factors that can

effect it's overall accuracy. The different factors vyere examined in what was named

the system characterization effort.
The system characterization effort was an attempt to quantify the precision
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and accuracy of the Optical Localization System (OLS). The experiments focused

on identifying the the significant sources of the errors in the system. The different
confounding factors were examined including the ca.ibration technique and the camera

configurations. The major findings ofthe study doile indicate that the main source of
error is the quality of the individual markers. The calibration technique and camera

configuration showed less effect on the overall acciiracy of the system. Based on all
the experiments and results, we have concluded tt at the optical localization system
we tested will be adequate for sub-millimeter targ:et localization.
7.1.2

The Improved 'addy

The caddy is a frame that holds a set of ma:rkers in space. The first caddy used
in this research was designed by a team at Harvey Mudd College. The HMC design

had pros and cons, but the cons of the device made

it less useful for the research

efforts in this thesis. A set of requirements for a new caddy were identified and a

new caddy was designed. The newly designed cadc^l;y proved to be more efficient and
useful for our purposes.

The markers on the new caddy were measnred in an ISO certified laboratory

to an accuracy better than 0.1 mm with respect t 3 a commonly used frame (Leksell

Halo). The triangles formed by the markers on t.le caddy are the essential compo
nents of the transformation math. The single most important theory that required

testing in this thesis is the idea that certain triangles result in much more accurate
transformations.

A triangle selection study was performed an^i aimed at identifying the triangles

that produced the least amount of error in the transformation process. The theory
tested was that that triangles with large area and near equilateral sides will perform
much better than triangles with sharp angles and smaller areas. The conclusions

from that study show that the difference between the two extremes is two orders of

magnitude in difference for the RMS of the transf(D:rmation error.
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7.1.3 Rotational Transformation

While reviewing the mathematical methods used for the transformation and

alignment methods,several issues were identified
the issues was that averaging of the rotation

md needed to be corrected. One of

ices
matri

for the different triangles was

done incorrectly. This problem was fixed by introiducing a method for averaging the

matrices using Euler angles and averaging techniqueIS that did a constrained search for
the best solution. These methods showed higher aaccuracy with the final alignment of
the beam to target in experimental settings. Other improvements to the mathematical

procedure included using averaging of angles fro>m

different triangles using a new

method that involved using sine and cosine based addition rather than straightforward

addition of angles for the averaging. There were other smaller changes to the software

that implemented the transformation to enhance its numerical accuracy. In general
the transformation method was taken from versicin 2.6 up to version 3.5 with many
revisions in between.

7.2 Future Direction

This body of work covered many areas and accomplished a good deal ofresults,

yet there are still many things needed to achieve a reliable sub-millimeter alignment
of proton beams to anatomical targets. Some oi the suggestions and directions we
have are found in the following.

7.2.1 Global System Performance

The PACS system has been tested in a la b setting with targets defined using
phantoms measured at an inspection lab. The nLBxt step of testing would be to test

the performance ofthe system on a phantom then a live animal in the hospital setting,
This task can be achieved with the current PACS system but it requires a high level of
coordination between teams taking care of diffen?iut aspects of the task. A successful

experiment with animals will showcase the capabilities of the system and will be
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considered a breakthrough.

7.2.2 Propagation ofError

A study is needed to further explain the pro pagation of error throughout the

system. A study is currently underway by Mr. Kevin Webster and a publication is
expected soon. The results from a propagation of eirror study should be incorporated
in future versions of the PACS system.
7.2.3 Marker Systems
From our studies we concluded that the marker quality was the most significant

factor contributing to the RMS transformation error in the system. There should
be an effort to minimize the effect of that factor :in future work done. One of the

suggestions is to create better markers using betfier materials and covering them
with the retro-reflective material more evenly. Am Dther way to improve the marker

capture quality could be by using newer and improved

Vicon cameras that take into

consideration this effect.

7.2.4

Vicon Cameias

Using the Vicon cameras for the PACS syistem appeared to be adequate in
terms of accuracy, but it terms of efficiency the s; rstem performs very poorly. The
issues we found with the marker system are:

1. The calibration process is not uniform and d^termining the quality of the calibration is hard with jus the residuals. We can not determine which

data set was

used for the calibration and thus it was harder to relate the calibration technique

with a particular wand pattern. The reason for this is that the Vicon system
uses only 1000 frames for the calibration but t he user does not know which 1000
frames it picks between the several thousand frames captured during the calibration. Note that for our calibration study \ire minimized the calibration time
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to about 1000 frames to make sure that there will be a relation between the

particular movement pattern and the captured data.
2. The Vicon cameras could also be improved IE
i terms of their robustness; every

time a person touches a camera, the entire call-[ibration is thrown away and the
whole process of calibration has to be redone.
3 The Vicon workstation software could use many improvements such as creating

a means to capture the markers automatically for the same repeated subjects
even on system restart. When the system is calibrated, the markers have to be
labeled for identification. If for any reason a (calibration is required, then those

marker labels are gone and so are the subjects defined by them. It would be a
nice feature if the cameras can anticipate the c bjects and figure Out how to label

them automatically or with little user intervefition.
7.2.5

The Cross Marker System

The cross marker system is the system th ,t locates the proton beam. This

marker system was not improved during the cours^ of this thesis work but should be
improved in the near future. The lessons learned from the improved caddy design
should be applied to the design of a new more reli:hble cross marker system.
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APPENDIX A

STEREOTACTIC TRANSFORMATIONS ECR FUNCTIONAL PROTON
RADIOSURGER^
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1.1

Introduction

Note: This Appendix is reproduced ^om the Master's thesis by
Mr^ Veysi Malkoc [8].
Accurate stereotactic proton beam delivery forfunctional radiosurgery requires
a mathematical transformation of coordinates from local coordinate systems (also

referred to as dml), which change position in space during a treatment session, to a
room-fixed global coordinate system, which is defined by the Vicon Motion Capture
(vie) camera system.

In general,the axes ofthe different coordina te systems will not be parallel with
respect to each other. Therefore, the coordinate transformations mapping each point
of one reference system into another one involves both translations and rotations.
At least three linearly independent points i.e., points that are not located
on one straight line, with known coordinates in t»oth reference systems are needed
to calculate the equations for coordinate transfer mation between the two systems,
The mathematical method to determine the cooirdinate transformation, which will

be implemented in computer code for the Positioniing and Alignment Control System

(FACS) for functional proton radiosurgery, is described below. ' This Algorithm
calculates the distance between the cone axis and

target based on orthogonal trans-

formation from the cone reference system to the Btereotactic reference system. For
more information about what the caddy and cone are refer to chapter 2.

1.2 Mathematical Method to Compute the Tnansformation Between Local and
Global Coordinate Systems

1.2.1

Outline of the Transformation Strategy

In the following discussion, the superscript( indicates global coordinates and

the superscript (')indicates local coordinates. In gi;(3neral, the coordinates ofany point

in the global system is referred to as pi in the Ipcal system. All coordinate systems
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considered here are right handed.

Consider the triangle

the local coordinate system, which is formed

by three known markers (fig). Let Pi,P2 and pg, denote the position vectors pointing
from the origin of the local reference system to the central point of each marker.

Note that the lower case bold font indicates a vector and the upper case bold font
indicate a matrix.

The corresponding position vectors to the triangle Pi,P2)P3

the global ref

erence system are called p?,P2 and p®.

/>(0
m

^

Fig. 1.1: Conceptual View of the Two Marker Sets in the Local and Global Reference Systems [8]

One may obtain the clearest perception of the rotations and translation in
volved in the coordinate transformation between the two reference system by assum

ing that the origins and axes of both coordinate systems coincide, and that the vectors

p^i,P2,P3 and pfpfpa represent two different marker sets. Then the task to find a
coordinate transforation between the two coordinate systems is identical to finding
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the transformation that maps the local marker set onto the global marker set.
In general, the transformation equation, which maps corresponding I points

onto g points, can be expressed as follows:

p^= MB-M^-p^+t (k = 1...3)
where Ma and M_b are 3x3 matrices representing jproper rotations. The matrix Ma

corresponds to a rotation that makes the plane foriji'ed by the I marker set parallel to
the plane formed by the g marker set. The matrix Ms corresponds to an "in-plane"
rotation, which aligns corresponding triangle sides with respect to each other. After

performing these two rotations on the I triangle, the vector t corrects for the! residual
translational difference between 7 points and correi^ponding g'points.
1.2.2

Rotation ofa Vector About a Non-colllnear Vector

We now derive a useful equation for the m;atrix describing the rotation of a
vector about another non-collinear vector. Gonsidqir a unit vector v, which we want
to rotate around a unit vector o by an angle (j) to form the vector v'. Note that the

angle 9 between v and o is given by cos0= v • o.

We perform this rotation in a Cartesian coordinate system formed by the three
orthogonal vectors: o,p =

and q =

where the factor^is required

to assure unit length. The rotated vector v'can tl^en be expressed in terms of these
three unit vectors as follows:

v'=(v • o)o-f sin0sin 7'P + sin 6)cos0q
By substituting the expressions for p and q in terms of p and v, and by taking into

account that o x (v x o)= v — o(v • o), we find t lat

; ,

^

;i

v'= V cos -I-q(v • o)[l — cos0 -f(v X o)sin0

This equation can also be expressed in matrix form as v'= Mv, where the
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rotation matrix M is explicitly given by

M =

cos($)+of(1 — COS(#))
03sin(#)+0102(1 — cos(#)) —02sin($)+0103(1 — cos(#))
-03sin(#)+0102(1-cos($))
cos($)+oi(l-cos($))
-02sin($)+0203(1-cos(#))
-02sin($)+0103(1-cos($)) -oisin(#)+0302(1-cos(#))
cos($)+03(1-cos($))
1.3 Derivation of the Matrix Ma

To find the mathematical expression for the matrix Ma,which transforms the

I triangle into one that is coplanar with the g triangle, we first determine the unit
normal vector of the I triangle,

and the unit normal vector of the g triangle.

The two unit vectors can be calculated by forming and normalizing the vector
products

X(P?

and

-pS®^)X

-p5®^),respectively(consult Fig 1.2a).

Pi

/r

pf-pf^
a

^

Fig. 1.2; (a) Definition of the Normal Vectors n' and n®, and (b)Rotation Performed by Matrix Ma.[8]

The matrix Ma corresponds to a rotation of the vector unit

orthogonal vector

x

by the angle ol, where cos(a)=

about the

(consult

Fig 1.2b).

By normalizing the vector iia to 0+ =

and by using the expression

for the rotation matrix M derived above, we obtain the following expression for the
matrix Ma-
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Ma

=

cos(a)+oai(1 — cos(a))

iias+oaioa2(1 — cos(a))

—nA2sin{a)+oaioasCI — cos(a))

-nA3+oa20ai(1-cos(a))

cos(a)+Oa2(1-cos(a))

IlAl +0A20A3(1-COS(«))

nA2+0A30Al(l — COS(a))

—nAl +0A30A2(1 — COS(a))

COS(q:)+Oa3(1 — COS(a))

Note that in this expression the terms Oaisin{a) have been replaced by nAi
(i = 1 ... 3).
1.3.1

Derivation of the Matrix Mh and the Vector t

Multiplication ofthe local position vectors pi

and p® by the Ma matrix

yields new vectors p'i\ p'^'^ ^.nd p'® which form a triangle that is now coplanar with
and p^^^
that formed by the global position vectors pi'
Q..

yf-y/.

b

a

Fig. 1.3: (a) Definition of the Normal Vectors

and u^, and (b) Rotation Performed by Matrix Ms• [8]

To obtain the rotation matrix Mb,we normalize the triangle vectors (p'® and (p^®^ - Pi^^), which yields the non-collinear unit vectors
and
respectively (Fig 1.3a).
The matrix that aligns unit vector

tation of the vector
where cos(^)=

with unit vector

represents a ro

about the orthogonal vector =(u(') x
by the angle /3
(Fig 1.3b). By normalizing the vector tcib to Ob =

the matrix Mb can be expressed as;
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Mb

=

cos(^)+o|i(1-cos{0))

nB3+ObiOB2(1 — COS(/3))

-^nB2sin{p)+obiob3(1 — cos(y^))

-HbS +0B20bi(1 — COS(/3))

COS{/3)+032(1-COS(13))

nBl +0B20b3(1 ~ COS(/?))

nB2+OBSOBl(1 — COS(/9))

—HbI+0B30B2(1 — COS(/?))

COS(/9)+0I3(1-COS(/9))

Multiplication of the local position vectors b'f^ p'®, and

by matrix Mb

which ms.,kes the I triangle identical in ori-

new vectors

entation with respect to the g triangle. Finally we translate

into p^®^ by adding
the vector t= p^^^ -p"i^ If no systematic or random error is involved the triangles
should now exactly superimpose.
The two rotations involved in the transfer:icnation can be combined into one

rotation by calculating the matrix Mab = Mb • Ma- We then have
= Mab •

+1 for transformations of any vector v from the local to

the global coordinate system. Since the rotation matrix can be inverted, we can also
transform in the opposite direction:

v(')=

— t) This inverse transformation can be used to transform

any vector from the global coordinate system into a local coordinate system.
1.4 Quality Check of the Ti-ansformation

Before proceeding to combine the transformations obtained for each triangle,

we perform a quality check. This is done by applying the transformation to the points
ofeach triangle in local coordinates and calculating the distance between the resulting
points and the points in the global coordinate system.

first we get an average translation based on the three points ofthe transformed
triangle:

h = p1^^ -p"i^ t2 =

-P"? h = Pi®^

P 3

^1+^2+^3

^average

3

then we can calculate the errors for each of the points

Mab • Pi^ ^ f

average]

IPs^^ - Mab •P? -

62 =

t,average\
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1P2^^

JO
Mab'P2^

taveTage\ 63

The three individual point errors are then summed in square to calculate a
combined error for each triangle:

€-caddy = a/(Ci)^ +(62)^ +(63)^
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